Actual Problems with Distinctions between Private Relationships and Public Relationships

INTRODUCTION

The distinction between private law and public law was one of my first knowledge, which I received as a student during my studies of law at the university. This division has a strong and long legal tradition. It is known from Roman law and the criteria for the distinction are today almost identical compared to that time. Elements of this division are also in our legal order. Despite this fact, it is possible to find opinions which deny this kind of distinction.

This kind of division of law has very close to the distinction of relationships between private and public. It is based on the criteria of division between private law and public law. This kind of distinction is connected with similar problems.
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in praxis. Because of that, I want to characterize the distinction between private relationships and public relationships in the first part of this paper. In the second part, I point out some problems connected with the differentiation between private and public kinds of relationships. In the end, I offer my opinion to that, if it is still important to divide the relationships between the private and public.

The main research methods that I use are analysis, synthesis, systemic method, and personal observation. If I mention the term “relationship” in this paper, I mean the legal relationship.

DISTINCTION BETWEEN PRIVATE RELATIONSHIPS AND PUBLIC RELATIONSHIPS

The theoretical works often use the terms “private relationship” and “public relationship”. This paper does not have the ambition to amend it. I only want to point out the main differences between these relationships.

When we try to identify the kind of relationship, it is necessary to use the recognition criteria. I consider, the most important of them is, if the body is a holder of the public power.

We could divide the legal relationships according to many criteria. One of them could be pursuant to the position of subjects.

The legal theory recognizes the main three different kinds of relationships according to the position of subjects. The subjects could be in vertical, horizontal, or diagonal position together. Because of that, we could say about horizontal relationships, vertical relationships, and diagonal relationships.

If we take into account private relationships, the position of the subjects is usually horizontal. It means that the subjects are equal to their rights and duties.

We could find vertical relationships too. Some subjects can be holders of a special power which allows entering into the rights and duties of other subjects. The examples can be found in the governing relations within the private companies or in the relations between parents and children without full legal capacity.

These relationships are usually realized as a part of a decision-making procedure. The subjects issuing decisions can influence other subjects. Of course, decision-making subjects need special power. This power is formed by law but it is not the public power.

---


7 For instance, see closer the distinction of administrative legal relationship in: P. Škultéty [et al.], Správne právo hmotné. Všeobecná a osobitná časť, Šamorín 2002, pp. 76–78.


9 It is very common in contractual relations.
Public power is defined as the power which can interfere with the rights and obligations of the non-subordinated subjects. This power is set by law for particular kinds of subjects. According to this law, the particular authorities can decide about the rights and obligations of other subjects or can interfere with the rights and duties of these subjects directly.

The decision about rights and obligations is intended as a possibility of the public power authorities to create new rights and obligations or can change the established. This activity is realized as a legislative power or decision-making power within the application of law.

The interference to the rights and duties of the subjects\textsuperscript{10} can have various forms. This implies the performance of control by public power authorities, the interferences of the public corps, the performance of the decisions which are in force, etc.

The position of subjects in public relationships can be horizontal, vertical, and diagonal. It means that it is not important for determining the kind of relationship to examine the position of the subjects. For public relationships is significant that at least one of the subjects is a holder of the public power. According to the mentioned above, it is possible to state that public relationships have to contain a minimum of one of the public power authorities.

Of course, the public power authorities shall apply the public power within the public relationships. If the public power authorities do not apply the public power in the relationships, we cannot consider these relationships as public. This kind of relations would be private. This means, that it is important to assess the conduct of every subject within every relationship separately\textsuperscript{11}.

EXAMPLE CONNECTED WITH DIFFICULTIES TO RECOGNIZE THE RELATIONSHIPS AND CONSEQUENCES FOR PRAXIS

One of the firsts questions in my career in the university was connected with the distinction between private relationships and public relationships. That relationship concerned the setting of real damage because of illegal input of electricity of the private person. This question was related to the character of relationships and it was asked by one of the public administration authorities who have competency in the area of energy supply. Since that time I had to determine many times if the relationship is private or public.

The deeper analysis of the question mentioned above is not necessary for this article. Also, I do not want to present my answer. I only want to point out that


\textsuperscript{11} Pursuant to the Section 21 of the Act No. 40/1964 Coll. Civil Code as amended the state can be the subject of private relationships too. It has the position of legal entity in these situations.
the praxis is always in touch with the problem of distinction between private and public relationships.

Why is this distinction for praxis so important? According to my opinion, there are two main reasons. The first reason is connected with the different conduct of the subjects in private relationships and public relationships. The second reason deals with the different kinds of protection of the rights of the subjects.

The conduct of the subjects within the relationships is different in private relationships and public relationships. It is because the holders of public power have a stronger position compared with the position of private subjects.

It is possible to find it in the principles which establish the conduct of the holders of the public power differently. These principles are usually set in the main documents. The Slovak legal regulation contains them in the Constitution of the Slovak Republic.

This legal act creates the rule that the holders of state power\textsuperscript{12} can act only what is allowed by legal acts. The different rule is created for other law subjects. They can act with everything that is not forbidden\textsuperscript{13}.

The specificity of the legal regulation of the Slovak Republic is, that the stronger rules are connected only with the holders of the state powers. This could mean that the other holders of the public powers\textsuperscript{14} could act everything, what is not forbidden.\textsuperscript{15}

Because of the above, it is possible to state, that the Constitution of the Slovak Republic divides between the position of holders of state power and other holders of the public power. However, that does not mean, that the other holders of the public power would have the same position as the private subjects. Moreover, it is possible to find the legal opinion, that the rule established the duty to act only to the extent allowed by legal acts should include all holders of the public power\textsuperscript{15}.

It could be possible to offer a deeper analysis of the differences between the position of the private subjects and holders of the public power in the legal relationships. But this would probably not change the fact, that the legal orders have the special requirements for the behavior of the holders of the public power.

The protection of the rights and duties in private relationships and public relationships is usually connected with the different systems of protection. The main difference is not only in the other kinds of protecting subjects but also in separate manners for protection the particular rights and interests.

\textsuperscript{12} To the differences between public power and state power, see closer J. Prusák, \textit{Teória práva}, Bratislava 2001, pp. 65–67.

\textsuperscript{13} Pursuant to Article 2 (2) of the Constitution of the Slovak Republic: “State bodies may act solely on the basis of the Constitution, within its scope and to the extent and manner which shall by laid down by Law”. Pursuant to Article 2 (3) of the Constitution of the Slovak Republic: “Everyone may do what is not forbidden by a Law and no one may be forced to do what the Law does not allow”.

\textsuperscript{14} For instance, municipalities.

The protection of private relationships usually belongs to the courts which decide private cases. The legal orders usually contain the procedural laws which create the general legislation for court protection of rights and duties in private relationships. It is also possible to create other entities which could protect private rights.

Public relationships are usually protected in other ways. There is also a very important role of courts but the states usually create the complex controlling system of holders of public power.

CONCLUSION

If I summarize the mentioned above, I consider that there is always a need to distinguish between private relationships and public relationships. This distinction is more important than the division of the branches of the law between private law and public law.

I tried to demonstrate that it is still necessary to know if the subjects are members of the private relationship or the public relationship. It is mainly because of the different requirements for behavior of the subjects in these kinds of relationships and also different ways of protection of the particular rights and interests.

Despite this fact it can be stated that there is very difficult to determine the nature of some kinds of legal relationships. This is a problem for legal practice. Consequently, this problem has to be solved mainly by courts. Despite the fact, that every case connected with the problems of determining the particular kind of relationship is the problem of the quality of legal regulation, every problem with determining the kind of relationship should create a signal for the legislative power that the legal regulation is unclear in this area.
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The distinction between private relationships and public relationships is connected with a lot of problems in praxis. The nature of the legal relations has an impact on the position of participants in these legal relations and the possibilities to protect their rights. The current line between private relationships and public relationships is still weaker. There are also the possibilities to find the opinions that the distinction between public law and private law is overcome. In the study, the author pointed to some particular situations where there were problems with the determination of the kind of legal relationship and consequences which are connected with this. Finally, he tried to formulate the development possibilities in the future.
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